We’re Fighting
Student Hunger – and

YOU CAN HELP.

Recognizing student hunger due to inadequate school
lunch funding is a significant nationwide issue, BioFit is
taking action by donating a percentage of sales on select
table models to support School Lunch Fairy, a nonprofit
organization with a mission of ensuring students are served a
decent lunch every school day.
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Until further notice, we are contributing $10 from the sale
of every mobile folding cafeteria table with affixed seating
and $5 from the sale of every AdapTable convertible
bench table to the charity. School Lunch Fairy will distribute
BioFit donations to affected public school districts to set up
emergency student lunch funds.
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Join us in helping nourish kids’ bodies and minds! Request a
quote on eligible table models, ask about our free cafeteria space
planning or get more details on our full line of educational products
by contacting us at quotes@biofit.com or 800.597.0246 today.

biofit.com
800.597.0246

biofit.com | 800.597.0246

BioFit Customer Advantage
BioFit’s focus every day is to improve learning and work environments through
ergonomic performance, comfort, style and reliability.
Renowned Cafeteria and Training Tables—Tested, proven, built to last:
BioFit tables are a preferred choice of public and private K-12 schools and
institutions of higher learning nationwide. We also offer free space planning
consultation.
Ergonomic Seating—for the classroom and beyond—We’re a global leader
in the design and manufacture of a full line of ergonomic seating for leading
schools, universities and corporations worldwide, with many models available in
our quick ship program.
Product Advantages—Lower cost of ownership: All BioFit tables are
warranted to the original purchaser against mechanical or structural failure due
to defective material or workmanship for 13 years of normal, multi-shift use.
Supply Chain—Higher customer satisfaction: On-time delivery;
government and educational procurement contract partner; extensive dealer
network; products proudly made in the USA.
Innovative and Green—Products crafted with user, environmental
and bottom-line well-being in mind: Our full line of tables has achieved
GREENGUARD GOLD certification and is highlighted by exclusive features to
help promote user safety and durability.

Shop the leader, shop biofit.com today!
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